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Dash 4 Cash
Points
Birthdays:
Sept.-3 Lester Bennett
Sept.-5 Mary Ann Bennett
Sept.-12 Alvin Yerdon
Sept.-23-38 Bud Combs
Anniversaries:
Sept.-13-69 Jack & Joan Bisgrove
Sept.-19 Ted & Janice Zamorski

as of 8232012
21 points

Congratulations to All!
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York state plus 1,100 miles to get here. Talk about a fun group
of friendly people and some new friends. Thanks to Rick and Joy
Hebner, Chapter V Directors, and their proclaimed "The Chapter
that has the most fun".
NY/NJ Bi-State Convention: Six of our Chapter T members
(Al & Linda Yerdon, Jim & Trish Thayer, Gerry Thomson & Kathy
DeGroff) attended the three day convention in Mt. Olive, NJ.
Thank you for representing Chapter T, picking up another point
and for the information regarding the Chapter T mascot.

Greetings,
I don't need to remind everyone of the 'heat wave' we're experiencing here in 'T' country this summer. However, the weatherman noted we're within two days of record of 28 days with 90
degree temperatures. So, why did I mention it...for 'safety' of
course. I live on a main road for bikers heading north. You can't
believe the number of riders I've seen wearing muscle shirts,
shorts and sneakers. Their passengers are donning flip flops,
mini shorts and tube tops. Wow - there goes another one! Sure
it's cool - might look nice but I wonder if they've seen what 'road
rash' looks like, even at slow parking lot speeds. Our Ride Educator, Jim Thayer, had an article with graphic pictures of a
woman who experienced an eye opening, sticks in the brain,
case of road rash in a previous newsletter of ours. I wish I had
time to reference it for you. However, if you ride as described
above and recall the specific newsletter - you might want to take
a second look. (Chapter T News Letter from 9-2011.)

Chapter Mascot: As noted above, our members found that if
we had a mascot to represent our Chapter 'T' Tornado Twisterswe could have earned another 'Joan' point. A consensus of
Chapter T members chose the Tazmanian Devil, from the animated cartoons. Sharon & Jim Learned of Chapter T have offered to make our new mascot. Thank you to Jim & Sharon.

Looking Ahead:
9/8/12, Saturday: Ride to Red Creek to meet Chapter W for lunch followed by a ride. Meet at Vienna Hotel. Kick stands up at 10 a.m.
sharp. Arrive earlier for breakfast.

Next, let me talk about repair scams. One scam happened to
a member of Chapter T who took their GL1800 to a dealer to
have a CB installed. They called and got a quote that made
them smile a little. After dropping their bike off, they told him to
come back a few hours later. This person, upon returning, was
informed that there were unforeseen difficulties and the quote
was now $150 more and that they would be finished in about 1/2
hour. The bike owner, no longer smiling, positioned himself so
as to watch their wing and the remaining work to be done. The
bike was ready 30 minutes later, BUT no other mechanic/
technician ever re-looked at it. Scam #2: A friend of mine recently took his four wheeler to a repair shop to have an oil and
filter change plus have other fluids changed, i.e., anti-freeze,
brake fluid, gear oil, etc. He doesn't trust anyone so he took a
black marker and initialed the oil filter. Well, you guessed it because I am writing about scams! His repair bill indicated all the
work was performed. But just as bad was the mechanic's attitude that my friend was just trying 'not to pay'. Yes, he did show
them the initials on the oil filter once he had him hooked. The
lesson--if you get scammed, let your fellow Chapter T members
know so they don't get scammed too.

9/9/12, Sunday: Camden Freedom Park Dedication; register 11-12:50
p.m. at Walter's Chevy, Rte 13, Camden, NY, ride at 1 p.m., $20/$5.
(on your own)
9/12/12, Wednesday: Chapter D meeting, Euclid Hotel, 6 p.m. (on
your own)
9/15/12, Saturday: Advanced Riding Course (ARC), 8 a.m. Chittenango Fire Station, 12:30 p.m. Green Lakes State Park, $15/bike
9/16/12, Sunday: Trike with Trailer, 8 a.m. Chittenango Fire Station,
12:30 p.m. Green Lakes State Park, $15/trike
*9/16/12, Sunday: We will reschedule our ride to Tug Hill Winery for
Sunday Brunch.
9/21 thru 9/23/12: Ride Out, Lake George, NY. Sponsor is Chapter N.
9/27/12, Thursday: Chapter T gathering at Vienna Hotel, dinner at 6 p.
m., meeting at 7 p.m.

I've discussed safety and education, now lets talk about the
other GWRRA concepts - friends and fun.

10/14/12, Sunday: First Aid and CPR Class, Lake Delta Fire Department, $30 each.

In July we met up with several members of Chapter K from
Canada. We had lunch at Denny’s in Watertown, exchanged
stories and a lot of laughs. In August there were twelve members of Chapter V from Michigan (Great Lakes Region) camping
at Sylvan Beach. Their District Directors, Kim & Sandy
Bargeron, traveled along with them. Their campsites were near
Linda and Clark Clemens place so it didn't take the Clemens'
very long to hook up with them after seeing a group of Goldwinger's ride by in their Hi-Viz yellow jackets. Linda, our social
butterfly, and Clark (Mr. BBQ), invited their group and Chapter T
members to their house for a cookout. Talk about 'good eats', our
Chapter T members can surely whip up some heart warming
dishes and treats. Clark led their chapter members and a few T
members up toward Lewis County for a close up ride past the
windmills, lunch and pie. This writer took their chapter members
on a 235+ mile guided ride up around Indian Lake via Speculator
and then stopping at the hardware store in Old Forge on our way
back. Altogether, Chapter V rode a little over 1,030 miles in New

7/3 thru 7/6/13: WingDing 35, Greenville, South Carolina.
Ride Safe,
Dave & Linda
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motorcycle tires to be on par when it comes to performance, cost
and wear characteristics.
Although it has spread to other makes and models, this movement appears to have originated among a number of luxurytouring motorcycle riders who claim to have experienced repeated motorcycle tire failures on these behemoth machines.
Issues reportedly extended from very rapid tire wear to poor handling to blowouts and tire delamination (potential causes and preventive measures for these issues can be found in the accompanying story). So, some riders turned to car tires as a fix. And,
once they found a shop willing to mount the car rubber on a bike
rim, they began to accumulate miles without serious consequences (although most admit to the bike handling “differently”).
The practice of mounting car tires to the rear of motorcycles began to expand and the order of Dark Siders grew as other riders
were attracted by economics. Car tires, at least the ones they
were choosing to fit to their bikes, tend to be less expensive and
reportedly provide longer tread life. Predictably, some riders even
began to mount car tires on the front rim, as well, and others
have followed.

Tales From the Dark Side:
Putting Car Tires on
Motorcycles

Filed under Features, Motorcycle Tires: Reviews, Top Stories

Have you ever found yourself unwittingly in the middle of a heated religious or political debate between
two vehemently opposed participants? Not since the dispute over
conventional oil vs. synthetic oil
have I seen such polarized and passionate opinions in the motorcycle world. The question is, unlike the face off over the slippery
stuff, could this practice by those known as “Dark Siders” actually
be a dangerous one?
“I’m interested in signing up for one of your Stayin’ Safe training
tours,” the email began. “But before I register, I want to make
sure it’s OK to participate if I have a car tire mounted on my Gold
Wing.” A what? Did he say a “car tire?” I have to admit I had
never heard of such a thing. Nor could I fathom why anyone
would want to do it. As difficult as it is for me to turn any rider
away who is interested in improving his or her skills, my response was, “I’m afraid we have to say no.” I was concerned
about the potential risk for this rider and others on the tour—
especially knowing our tour would include some tight and technical mountain back roads with switchbacks. My decision to turn
this rider away (along with a handful of his riding buddies) was
based on my belief that riding with a car tire on a motorcycle
could not possibly be a good idea or a safe practice. But I had to
admit—and I did to this gentleman—my knowledge of the practice was extremely limited. I would need to learn more. As it turns
out, that would require a trip to the Dark Side.

Dark Siders claim to have collectively ridden millions of miles on
car tires without a reported crash resulting specifically from car
tire failure (although there is no clear way of knowing if tire handling issues have played a contributing role in any crashes). One
Dark Sider proudly claims that on one forum alone there are
more than 1,000 touring bike owners who swear by them. Realistically, there have also been millions of incident-free miles covered by helmetless or poorly dressed riders, but I’m not ready to
leave my gear at home simply because others have been able to
do so without landing in the hospital or morgue.
Admittedly, I appreciate people who think differently. It is unconventional thinking that has led to some of the most significant
inventions and greatest advancements in human history. Unfortunately, not all alternative ideas are good ones. In fact, most
aren’t. The time I tried to use my walk-behind lawnmower as a
snow thrower during one particularly bad winter comes to mind. It
is true that necessity (or was it desperation?) often is the mother
of invention. Just for the record, despite my own freethinking and
stubborn determination, a lawnmower makes a horrible snow
thrower. Even after you remember to remove the bagger. The
point is, experimentation—especially when conducted outside of
a testing facility and beyond the collaboration of industry experts—can have a dark side of its own.

Behold, the Dark Side: A growing sect of riders that promotes the use of car tires on motorcycles
Dark Siders (they call themselves that) are part of one of the
most evangelical groups of motorcyclists I’ve encountered. They
are deeply passionate about their practice of using car tires in
place of prescribed motorcycle tires on their bikes. And they are
more than anxious to profess those beliefs in the hope others
might also see the light. Or the dark, as it were. It borders on a
religious movement. Needless to say, it was not difficult to get
their side of the story. In fact, after I broke the news to the prospective student, I was soon flooded with emails from other Dark
Siders, each enthusiastically sharing his personal testimony, telling of his conversion to a life of riding on the dark side, never to
return to conventional practices again. “Remember, the earth
was once flat too,” one Dark Sider offered.

Shedding light on the Dark Side argument: The industry’s
view on the role of the motorcycle tire
In search of a balanced argument, I reached out to motorcycle
manufacturers, tire manufacturers, heralded motorcycle safety
experts and industry leaders to get their take on the subject. Not
all are quoted here, but their input for this story was consistent.
Before we delve into any comparisons to car tires, let’s first look

Another went further to explain the extent of their mission, “Being
that we are free thinkers, we push the envelope all the time trying
new, different, bigger, winter, summer, truck tires on our various
scoots.” These riders believe, rightly or wrongly, that car tires
provide more economy and are less likely to fail than motorcycle
tires. Some even believe them to be safer. Others were quick to
accuse tire companies, claiming they know how to make motorcycle tires that last longer and cost less but, instead, scheme to
make as much money on riders as they can.
Personally, I view motorcycle tires as high-performance tires and
expect that to come at a price. When compared to their highperformance brethren from the automotive world, I have found
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inappropriate, including using automobile tires on
motorcycles.” Like all manufacturers, Honda has
developed clear tire guidelines and specifies approved tires for its motorcycles, including the Gold
Wing, and recommends that owners refer to their
owner’s manual when making tire choices.
Two BMWs. Both executing the same curve. Each
with distinctly different handling characteristics
and demands on tires.
Even among motorcycle-specific tires, there can
be tradeoffs when fitting non-specified tires to certain bikes. Imagine the potential compromises associated with
installing a tire that was never intended to function on a motorcycle in the first place.

Two BMWs. Both executing the same curve. Each with distinctly different handling characteristics and demands on tires.

at motorcycle-specific tires themselves and the role they play.
One of the first things that the motorcycle manufacturer points to
is the tire as a vital consideration in the overall design of a motorcycle. Tire choice is never an afterthought for the manufacturer.
Quite frankly, it can’t be. Nathan Boyd, P.E., Director, Product
Integrity at Harley-Davidson explains, “We look at the motorcycle
as a complete system where the tires, the wheels, the swingarm,
the forks and the frame are designed to perform together. Changing even one of those components can alter the bike’s intended
characteristics.” So naturally, tire specifications are developed for
each machine and then tested extensively to assure the optimum
performance the product development team was looking for is
achieved. Any deviation from that formula would potentially influence handling and safety. With so much thought, analysis and
evaluation put into making sure that tires work as part of the
bike’s overall system, it’s easier to understand why the factories
urge riders to stick with what has been proven to work by highly
skilled engineers, researchers and testers. Boyd punctuates that
point. “As a motorcycle manufacturer, we feel strongly that use of
tires outside our specifications is

A one-track mind: The differences between car and motorcycle tires
According to Mike Manning, Dunlop Motorcycle Product & Marketing Manager, “There are several considerations when looking
at tire design and use for a single-track ‘camber’ vehicle such as
a motorcycle vs. a 2-track vehicle like a car or truck. Tire profile,
construction and compounds are developed specifically for each
type of vehicle.” Why? Because cars and motorcycles handle
differently. A lot differently. Take a look at the images of the
sports car and the bike negotiating the same sharp left-hand
bend. Although both are BMWs, their handling—and the demands on their tires—are remarkably unalike. The bike leans into
the bend, rolling onto the inside edge of its tires. The car remains
relatively flat or leans out of the curve, placing the vehicle’s
weight on the outer edge of the outside tires. Is there any wonder
why the tires for each are designed differently to handle the
unique forces placed upon them?
As the Motorcycle Industry Council puts it in its Tire Guide
(developed in cooperation with the Motorcycle Safety Foundation
and the major tire and motorcycle manufacturers), “Because a
motorcycle is a single-track vehicle and leans as it turns, motorcycle tires are quite different than car tires. Whereas car tires
have a fairly flat profile and a contact patch that varies little in
size or shape, motorcycle tires have a U-shaped profile and a
contact patch that changes size and shape during cornering.”
The shape of a motorcycle tire is designed to maintain a consistent contact patch throughout lean. A car tire in this application
would be flat and fat when upright and thin and narrow when
leaned. “Car tires and motorcycle tires are constructed and designed differently due to the different ways in which they are
used,” warns John Mosby of Kumho tires, one of the auto tire
brands often selected by Dark Siders. “Kumho passenger car
tires are not made to absorb the reduced contact patch at high
camber angles that motorcycle tires frequently experience. Because of this, durability can be affected by operating at such high
camber angles, which can lead to tire failure. We strongly discourage anyone from using Kumho passenger car tires on their
motorcycle.”
The profile of a motorcycle tire clearly has one large-diameter
ring in the middle that tapers to smaller rings at each side
(creating the U-shape). As the bike leans, this makes rounding
curves much easier than if the tires were square like those of a
car. Here’s a quick demonstration. Grab an empty soup can from
the recycling bin and a tapered coffee cup (that empty caramel
macchiato cup will do nicely). Lay each on its side and roll them
across the table. The can, shaped like a car tire, will track
straight. But the tapered coffee cup, because it has larger and
smaller diameters much like one side of a motorcycle tire, will
want to turn. As you lean your bike from the large ring in the center toward the smaller ring on either edge, you are also in effect
reducing the gearing of your bike, thereby slowing it in a curve.
That makes it easier to add throttle through the bend as prescribed by most riding proficiency experts, which in turn stabilizes
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the bike’s chassis for smooth cornering. The square car tire does
not provide that advantage when leaned.

Most modern motorcycle tires use multiple rubber compounds;
harder compounds in the center to maximize tread life for highway
riding and softer compounds toward the edges to maximize grip
when the bike is leaned. Car tires have just one compound since
they are not designed to be leaned over or to contend with camber
forces.

Beyond tire profile, sidewall stiffness plays an important role in
motorcycle tires. The sidewall acts as a suspension component
and must also provide enough rigidity to not only stand up to the
unique forces placed upon it during cornering, but to also take
advantage of those forces for precise handling. According to
Dunlop, “When the bike is vertical, the bike’s suspension system
does much of the work in keeping the tire in contact with the
ground and controlling the ride. When the bike is leaned, there is
less mechanical suspension and more tire suspension characteristics at play. The bike tires are designed and constructed specifically for this use.”
Motorcycle tires are uniquely designed to maximize the contact
patch for greater grip at all lean angles. Motorcycle tires are
uniquely designed to maximize the contact patch for greater grip
at all lean angles.

While use of a car tire might have no severe consequences during
normal riding, it could be problematic when performance really
counts, such as when a threat unexpectedly appears directly in the
path of the rider. The bike fitted with a car tire cannot be relied
upon to respond as well as one with a motorcycle-specific tire
when maximum traction and precise handling are needed. Is it
ever acceptable to give up even a small degree of performance
advantage when that small compromise could be enough to make
an avoidable crash an unavoidable one? Stayin’ Safe founder
Larry Grodsky once had a rider ask him if he really needed to wear
protective gear. “No,” Larry replied. “Just wear it on the day you
crash.” I suppose the same could be said for tires. Just use the
motorcycle tires on the days when you need to avoid a crash.
The bottom line? The manufacturers, engineers and safety experts
I spoke with all said the same thing; riders need to realize that this
is not a good idea. The Motorcycle Industry Council puts it more
directly, “Never mount a passenger car tire on a motorcycle rim;
the flat profile of a car tire is incompatible with the dynamics of a
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vehicle
that

more clever than the engineers. The owner who installs tires not
designed for the task must take full responsibility for the results.”
While the practice of fitting a car tire to a motorcycle may work
suitably for some—even over many miles—there is no escaping
that the rider must accept full liability for a practice that is not endorsed by the industry. Riders must consider carefully what accountability they may have as they openly encourage other riders
to adopt a practice that is ardently discouraged by virtually all
experts in the industry, including those who have no financial
gains in selling more motorcycle tires.

leans as it corners, and the section of the tire in contact with the
rim (the ‘bead’) is incompatible with motorcycle rims.” A motorcycle calls for a tire that was developed to be a specialist in singletrack vehicle dynamics. Dare I suggest that it’s not unlike the way
brain surgery calls for a specialist in neurology. Would you turn to
a gastroenterologist for that procedure because he or she has a
lower hourly rate than a neurosurgeon? Both may be experts,
outstanding in their respective fields, but neither would be a wise
choice to fill the other’s role. As motorcyclists, we have need for a
specialist: the one that was developed specifically for the demands of motorcycling. The darker side of the Dark Side argument

Being a safety-oriented rider and writer, I’m inclined to make decisions that will limit my exposure to potential danger and to personal liability. While I am a huge proponent of creative and unconventional thinking, I am opposed to casual experimentation
when life is on the line. Although I am tempted to trust the word
of the many riders who have been able to clock thousands of
miles on car tires, I place more trust in the collection of specialists working together on a daily basis to make sure that all components of a motorcycle work in harmony—not just to create a
better rider experience, but also to avoid lawsuits due to product
failures. So, upon careful investigation and consideration, my answer to the gentleman who inquired about taking our Stayin’ Safe
on-road course with a car tire mounted to his bike would still be
the same. Only now, I feel that I have done the due diligence to
understand why.

Still not convinced? Even if you believe that running a car tire on
your motorcycle fits within your acceptable risk threshold on the
road, you may have left out an important consideration that can
strike a little closer to home. Can the rider with a car tire mounted
on his motorcycle have complete confidence that, in the event of
a crash, he will be covered by his insurance? Or that others injured in a crash won’t target him with a costly lawsuit because he
fit his motorcycle with tires that were not designed or intended for
motorcycle use and may have contributed to the crash? Are the
few dollars saved by turning to a car tire outweighed by the potential loss of a house and whatever dollars may be squirreled
away for retirement?

(This article was published in the July 2012 issue of Rider magazine.)

As motorcycle safety expert and AMA hall-of-famer David Hough
said during our recent conversation on this topic, “Motorcycle engineers get up awfully early in the morning to calculate what
works best for bikes. An owner who disregards the engineers’
advice should think carefully about his or her talents in being

Education Reminder:
9/15/12, Saturday: Advanced Riding Course (ARC), 8 a.m.
Chittenango Fire Station, 12:30 p.m. Green Lakes State Park,
$15/bike
9/16/12, Sunday: Trike with Trailer, 8 a.m. Chittenango Fire
Station, 12:30 p.m. Green Lakes State Park, $15/trike
Contact: John Van Deusen <vandeusen2@hotmail.com>
10/14/12, Sunday: First Aid and CPR Class, Lake Delta Fire
Department, $30 each.
We need 6 participants to hold the course.
Contact: Me at <jthayer12@gmail.com> or 315-695-3944
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